Regulatory Studies Center  
&  
TSPPPA Career Development Services  
present:

**Noshing with Notables**  
Informal lunch talks with successful public policy experts about their careers and career paths

Featuring:  
**Maeve P. Carey**  
Analyst in Government Organization and Management  
Congressional Research Service  
March 28, 2014  
MPA Room 601Z  
12:00 – 1:30 PM  
Lunch Provided*  
Register Here

Maeve P. Carey is currently an Analyst in Government Organization and Management at the Congressional Research Service, where she started working in 2010. Maeve is CRS’s resident expert on rulemaking, covering such topics as the regulatory process generally, rulemaking statutes and executive orders, the role of OMB in rulemaking, cost-benefit analysis requirements, regulatory reform proposals in Congress, and congressional oversight of rulemaking. Maeve also covers presidential appointments and the Senior Executive Service. At CRS, Maeve and her colleagues conduct research and provide analysis for Congress that is authoritative, confidential, objective, and nonpartisan. Prior to working at CRS, Maeve obtained her Ph.D. in Political Science from GW. Her graduate school research and dissertation focused on separation of powers dynamics between the Supreme Court, Congress, and the president, as well as quantitative research methods.

**Noshing with Notables** provides an opportunity for George Washington University students to meet and engage with successful policy practitioners in an informal setting over lunch. Our “Notables” are public policy experts from the government, private sector, academia, and non-profit entities.

**The George Washington University Regulatory Studies Center** raises awareness of regulations’ effects and improves regulatory policy through research, education, and outreach.

*Space is limited, please [register](#). Attendance is only open to the GW Community*